[1] The electrical conductivity and electrical charge on cloud particles (composed of ammonia, ammonium hydrosulfide, and water) in the atmosphere of Jupiter are computed for pressures between 5.5 and 0.1 bars. The source of ionization is galactic cosmic rays (GCR). The distribution of charge among the various reservoirs is a function of altitude and the total area of the aerosol particles. For pressures below 4 bars, the electrons are scavenged efficiently by the cloud particles, decreasing the electron-ion recombination rate and resulting in increased positive ion abundance over that in the absence of the particles. For the upper regions of each cloud layer, the area of the aerosols and the large diffusion rate of the electrons cause most aerosol particles to be negatively charged. Near the bases of the cloud layers, the larger total area of the aerosols causes most of the charge, positive and negative, to reside on particles. Where clouds are present, the reduction of the electron conductivity ranges from a factor of 30 at 0.1 bar to 10 4 at 4 bars. At pressures near 1 bar and 4 bars, the positive ion conductivity increases by a factor of 10 over that expected for the clear atmosphere. A parametric study of negative ions shows that they are likely to be insignificant. For altitudes below the 0.3-bar level the predicted positive and negative conductivities are well below the detection limit of the relaxation and mutual impedance instruments such as those employed on the Huygens entry probe.
Introduction
[2] Now that the survey phase of the outer planets is nearly complete, future missions to Jupiter and the outer planets [Atreya and Wong, 2005; Space Studies Board and National Research Council, 2003; Wilson, 2004] will ask more detailed questions about the processes occurring in those atmospheres. In particular the increased use of entry probes to determine the in situ composition, photochemistry, electron and ion conductivity, abundances of ion and minor constituents, and aerosol properties and distributions is expected. Ionization by solar UV is important at the highest altitudes, but at the altitudes characteristic of the cloud layers' high-energy galactic cosmic ray particles (GCR) become the dominant source of ionization. For the case of atmospheres without electrophilic species, the loss of electrons generated by the GCR is greatly affected by the aerosols. In turn, their growth rates are affected by the charges they pick up because of the repulsion of like charge particles and the attraction of unlike charged particles [Fuchs, 1961; Friedlander, 1977; Twomey, 1977] . Here we focus our attention on charged particle abundances and electron and positive ion conductivities since these properties are the most likely candidates for measurements (e.g., by a relaxation probe) in a future mission.
[3] In the present paper we employ the model of the Jovian atmosphere of Seiff et al. [1998] to compute updated ionization rates in the atmosphere at a range of latitudes due to GCR [O'Brien, 1971 [O'Brien, , 1975a [O'Brien, , 1975b [O'Brien, , 2005 and the altitude/pressure range in which clouds are present. The necessary conversion of magnetic latitudes to system III latitudes and longitudes was done by means of standard spherical trigonometry within the GCR ionization program. The density distributions of cloud particle concentrations are based on recent theoretical results of Atreya and Wong [2005] , while radii are based on various measurements summarized by West et al. [2004] . Electron mobilities in hydrogen and helium were taken from the work of Freeman [1990, 1991] , while ion mobilities were obtained from the work of Meyerott et al. [1980] .
[4] Photoionization at the atmospheric depths at which the clouds occur is neglected because of absorption of solar ultraviolet ionizing radiation by methane and minor hydrocarbon constituents. Moreover, the intensity of the solar radiation is reduced by a factor of 25 below the value at the Earth's orbit, thus enhancing the relative importance of the GCR. We also omit photoemission of electrons by the cloud particles due to the impact of solar ultraviolet photons. As Borucki and Whitten [2008] show, that process was completely negligible for the Titan haze particles observed by Tomasko et al. [2005] , and we expect it to be similarly negligible for Jupiter.
[5] In this paper we report predictions of electron and ion concentrations, charge distributions on the cloud particles and the atmospheric electrical conductivities due to electrons and ions. We find that the clouds act as large reservoirs for negative charge because of the rapid attachment of electrons and the large total surface area of the particles. As a result of large uncertainties in many of the parameters such as cloud densities and particles sizes and shapes and reaction rates, our results are characterized by substantial uncertainties. Nevertheless, they provide valid order-ofmagnitude estimates that can guide planning for future probe missions that seek to measure atmosphere and cloud electrical properties.
Atmospheric Environment and Cloud Properties
[6] Pertinent parts of the model atmosphere of Seiff et al. [1998] that are based on results obtained from the Galileo probe. Since the probe entered a hot spot in the North Equatorial Belt, atmospheric properties for the midlatitude region may be slightly different. However, because of other, greater uncertainties, especially cloud properties, the use of the Seiff et al. model is adequate for this study. We note that following Seiff et al. [1998] , altitude zero is taken to coincide with 1.0 bar atmospheric pressure. The variation of pressure and temperature with altitude is illustrated in Figure 1 . Methane is also present with a mixing ratio of about 2 Â 10 À3 [Niemann et al., 1996] . As discussed above, methane, ammonia, and various hydrocarbon minor constituents are important in attenuating solar ultraviolet radiation that might cause photoemission of electrons from cloud particles.
[7] Using observations from the Voyager spacecraft, Atreya and Wong [2005] assumed steady state conditions and employed thermodynamic principles to compute cloud masses for three cloud layers, the upper composed of NH 3 ice, the intermediate composed of NH 4 SH ice and the lowest of water ice. Cloud number density distributions are shown in Figure 2 .
[8] We have terminated our computations at 5.5 bars (À58 km altitude) because this region contains Jupiter's three major cloud regimes and the existence of deeper water-ammonia cloud is questionable. The particle densities that correspond to the sizes are as follows [from West et al., 2004] : NH3 ice À 0:7 m; NH4SH ice À 1:2 m; H2O À 5:0 m
Ion Production by Galactic Cosmic Rays
[9] Atmospheric ionization by galactic cosmic rays has been investigated extensively by one of the authors [O'Brien, 1969 [O'Brien, , 1970 [O'Brien, , 1971 [O'Brien, , 1972 [O'Brien, , 1975a [O'Brien, , 1975b [O'Brien, , 2005 O'Brien et al., 1996] . For brevity only the results of the computations are presented here for system III latitudes 30°, 45°, and 60°and longitude 90°in Figures 3a and Figures 3b Details of the computational method are presented in Appendix A. The effect of Jupiter's magnetic dipole tilt of 10°was included in the calculation.
[10] The computed ionization rates for GCR at three system III latitudes and 90°longitude are illustrated in Figures 3a (solar minimum) and 3b (solar maximum). Note that the ionization profiles for solar minimum and maximum are sufficiently close that only solar minimum will be used in the computations of electron and ion abundances and particle charge distributions. Also, ionization of H 2 and He are combined within the program.
[11] In the following work we have assumed that the positive ions created by GCR ionization are H 2 + (mass = 2 amu and He + (mass = 4 amu). These ions undergo series of reactions with neutral atmospheric molecules, yielding heavy ions with masses approaching 100 amu. The chemistry that results in the formation of these ions is discussed in Appendix B. In order to assess the effect of the uncer- 
Computational Method
[12] Our model of the electrical charging of the aerosol particles is nearly identical to that discussed in an earlier paper on Titan [Borucki et al., 2006] . Briefly stated, it is based on the work of Natanson [1960] , Parthasarathy [1976] and especially Jensen and Thomas [1991] .
[13] The rate equations for the electron and positive ion densities at each altitude are
The requirement that every volume of space be electrically neutral imposes the condition;
where zp is the charge on the aerosol particles, given by ).
[14] The reduction of ions and electrons due to the presence of the aerosols is calculated by the method described by Borucki et al. [2006] :
where N i,p is the fractional concentration of aerosol particles with size ''i'' and charge ''p,'' n p i,e is the capture rate coefficient for electrons by particles with charge p (m 3 s À1 ), and n p i,+ is the capture rate coefficient for positive ions by aerosols with charge p (m 3 s À1 ). The ''n'' are dependent upon the aerosol particle radius (size mode) as well as charge. The solution of the charge balance equations under steady state conditions has been described in detail by Borucki et al. [2006] and is not repeated here.
[15] The positive ion-electron dissociative recombination coefficient a 1 is taken as 4.0 Â 10 À12 m 3 s À1 [Mitchell, 1990] . This is a typical value for dissociative recombination coefficients for positive ions with some clustering with neutral molecules [Banks and Kockarts, 1973] ; a 2 is the pressure-dependent three-body recombination cross section for electrons with positive ions and positively charged embryos and is given by
It is important at high pressure and is consistent with that from Smith and Church [1977] . Here T is the absolute atmospheric temperature in kelvins, and H 2 and He are the hydrogen and helium number densities, respectively, in m À3 .
Results
[16] In order to learn if the formation of heavy positive ions by reaction with various hydrocarbon and ammonia molecules affects the ion and electron abundances, we performed computations for two cases of positive ion masses: one varying between 86 and 52 amu, pressure-/ altitude-dependent as illustrated in Figure 4 and discussed in Appendix B, and a second for light ions of mass 12 amu. The corresponding electron and ion abundances for heavy ions at solar minimum are shown in Figures 5, 6 , and 7. Although the influence of the presence of the aerosols is quite evident, there is little dependence on latitude. Figure 8 shows the computed electron and ion abundances at 45°l atitude for small ion mass (12 amu). The electron abundances do not differ at all and the ion abundances differ by a factor of at most about two from the ion profile shown in Figure 6 , suggesting that electron and ion abundances are [17] The striking feature of the influence of the clouds as negative charge reservoirs is the very low number density of electrons at all atmospheric pressures included in this study 5.5 to 0.1 bars (À58 to 45 km altitude). Electron densities are reduced by interaction with the cloud particles at all altitudes included in our computations. Thus the clouds serve as reservoirs for most of the negative charge by many orders of magnitude. Ion densities, on the other hand, are larger at all pressure/altitudes above 5.5 bars (À58 km altitude) than would be the case in the absence clouds. The increase in ion density is due to the much reduced rate of recombination with electrons. Migration of positive ions to the cloud particles is a relatively slow loss mechanism but, as will be shown later, does result in some positive charging of cloud particles. Since we terminate the lower cloud layer at 5.5 bars, the electron and ion abundances at 6.0 bars converge to the ''no cloud'' case, which is apparent in Figures 5 to 8 . At 5.5 bars the loss of positive ions by collision with negatively charged particles is sufficient to reduce the ion number density below the value for no clouds present. While the ion number density profiles generally do not fall below the values for a clear atmosphere, they do show sharp deceases in the vicinity of the cloud particle maxima.
[18] Figures 9 through 11 illustrate the charge distributions on the aerosol particles at latitude 60°. For the lowest cloud layer, Figure 9 shows that the distribution peaks occur at a positive charge of about +6. However, the mean charge is negative as evidenced by the skewed shapes of the curves. The mean net negative charge per particle is very small (about 10
À3
). However, the very large abundance of cloud particles (about 10 10 m À3 at 5 bars) results in a total negative charge on the cloud particles of 10 7 m À3 while the abundance of free electrons shown in Figure 5 is only 30 m À3 . Figure 10 shows a somewhat similar behavior. However, Figure 11 shows that while the charge distributions are centered on small negative charges for pressures of 0.6 and 0.4 bar, they shift toward larger negative charges for lower pressures of 0.3 and 0.2 mm. The reason for the shift is twofold: (1) larger electron abundances at the lower pressures (0.2 and 0.3 bar) and (2) a smaller number density of cloud particles. Thus there are more electrons per cloud particle for attachment to the particles.
[19] Table 1 presents the mean particle charge for each cloud layer. The mean particle charge on the cloud particles is negative for all altitudes except for the lower cloud level (radius = 5.0 mm) in the range 2.20 to 1.7 bars (À23.0 to À14.8 km) where the mean charge on the lower cloud particles (radius = 5.0 mm) is positive. These charge states can be explained by the very low electron abundance caused by electron attachment to the particles and large ion abundance in that pressure range. Migration of ions to the particles is sufficiently fast compared to that of electrons that the particles experience a buildup of positive charge on the particles. At this altitude, the sum of the cloud particles when summed over both the middle and lower cloud layer is negative as expected from charge conservation.
[20] Figure 12 shows the loss rates for the ions. When clouds are present the dominant loss mechanism at all pressure altitudes is neutralization by negatively charged particles as opposed to electron recombination. Even in the few instances when mean particle charge is positive there are still large quantities of negatively charged particles for neutralization of the positive ions. It is emphasized that these rates in s À1 are not fluxes of charged particles. To check that the rates are physically correct, we multiplied the ion capture rates by the ion abundances and the electron capture rates by the electron abundances. They should be equal and it proved to be so.
[21] An examination of Figure 13 shows that the electron and ion conductivities are nearly identical for pressures greater than 0.5 bar. This occurs in the diffusion (high pressure range) when the recombination of electrons and ions on the aerosols dominates the molecular ionelectron recombination. For these conditions, the diffusiondominated ion and electron currents to the aerosols are approximately equal and
where n + is the abundance of positive ions, D + is the diffusivity of positive ions, n e is the abundance of electrons, and D e is the diffusivity of electrons.
[22] However,
where K is the mobility, k is the Botltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and e is the electron charge [McDaniel and Mason, 1973] . Substituting equation (8) into equation (7) and noting that the equations for electron and positive ion conductivity are
Figure 11. Charge distributions on upper cloud layer À0.25 mm aerosol particles. we see that the equality in equation (7) explains the nearly identical variation of the electron and ion conductivities with altitude for the lower part of the atmosphere.
[23] Mobilities for hydrogen and helium were taken from Freeman [1990, 1991] and ion mobilities from Meyerott et al. [1980] , who obtained an approximate expression from laboratory measurements. We have modified some of the constants to reflect the units used in this paper to obtain where ion mass is the mean positive ion mass and N atm is the atmospheric number density. Values of electron and positive ion mobilities and diffusivities are tabulated in Appendix D.
Conclusions
[24] 1. The presence of cloud particles at and above the 5.5 bar pressure level reduces electron densities at all pressures considered here. While most of the negative resides on the cloud particles, the positive charge is not attached as effectively. Positive ion densities are, however, increased at all pressures except 5.5 bars (À59.7 km altitude) by the presence of clouds.
[25] 2. At most atmospheric pressures greater than 2.2 bars (À23 km altitude), the charge on the low cloud particles is slightly negative as a result of the high concentrations (and total surface area) of the particles. At atmospheric pressures of 2.2 bars and less, the mean charge on the lower cloud particles becomes slightly positive. The charge on the middle and upper cloud particles is negative.
[26] 3. The electron conductivity is predicted to be sufficiently high that it could be measured with a relaxation probe with capabilities similar to that employed on the Huygens entry probe [Grard et al., 1995] only for pressures below 0.2 bar.
[27] 4. Ion clustering has little influence on the electron abundances but does affect the ion abundances because of the ion concentration dependence on ion diffusivity.
[28] 5. Negative ions are not likely to be significant in the altitude/pressure region in which clouds are present but may be so above and below this region.
Appendix A: Ionization by Galactic Cosmic Rays
[29] Solar wind interacts with the cosmic particles in the interplanetary medium and its variations related to the solar activity produce changes in the spectrum of cosmic rays. This modulation can be approximated by a heliocentric electric potential [Gleeson and Axford, 1967] .
[30] Caballero-Lopez and Moraal [2004] show that the heliocentric potential approximation is valid out to approximately 20 AU. Its dependence on the distance from the solar wind transition is given by
where U is the heliocentric potential in MV, V is the solar wind velocity, taken as a constant 400 km s
À1
, r is the distance in km at which the potential is to be evaluated from the sun as origin, r s is the distance of the solar wind transition from the sun and k 0 is obtained from the scalar diffusion coefficient, k = k 0 Pb, again where P is the particle rigidity and b = v/c is the particle velocity, v, relative to the velocity of light, c. Thus one can see that the heliocentric potential at the distance of Jupiter is 95% of the value at Earth, where it was, of necessity determined. We use 466 MV, determined at the last solar minimum, and 1300 MV determined at the last solar maximum, reduced by 5% to characterize solar minimum and solar maximum at Jupiter.
[31] The heliocentric potential at 1 AU is determined from the counting rate of high-latitude neutron monitors [O'Brien, 2005] .
[32] Figure A1 shows the cosmic ray differential energy spectra for solar modulation parameters of 400, 600 and 1000 MV. The variations from each other are significant only at energies below $1 GeV.
[33] Cosmic rays are propagated through the atmosphere by means of nucleonic cascade and are assumed to be isotropic downward. The primary nuclei impact the atmospheric molecules producing secondary nuclei, nucleons and pions; neutral pions quickly decay to gamma rays, which interact with the atmosphere through the electromagnetic cascade while charged pions decay to muons, which do not strongly interact with the atmosphere. They decay into an electron/positron plus two neutrinos with enough energy to initiate an effective electromagnetic shower [O'Brien, 2005] .
[34] We have adapted the O'Brien [2005] code, initially written for the Earth's atmosphere, to the conditions of Jupiter in order to calculate the production rate of ions. The mathematical treatment for cosmic ray transport is described in detail in that reference.
[35] Since the incoming particles that interact with the atmosphere of Jupiter have energies largely above 100 MeV, the cross sections used were geometric (equal to the size of the nucleus) and constant with energy [Barashenkov et al., 1968]. The stopping powers were taken from O'Brien [1972] . The production spectra were derived from a combination of experimental and theoretical models [O'Brien, 1971 [O'Brien, , 1975a [O'Brien, , 2005 .
[36] The propagation of the electromagnetic cascade is treated in a very simple way. Electromagnetic showers are produced by two mechanisms.
[37] 1. Photons are produced by the production of neutral pions. Neutral pions have a mean life of 8.4 Â 10 À17 s and decay almost immediately into two photons creating an electromagnetic shower with a total energy comprising the rest mass of the neutral pion (produced in the hadron collision process) and its kinetic energy.
[38] 2. Muons have a 2-ms mean life, decaying into a neutrino-antineutrino pair and an electron/positron. This decay is treated in detail. The energy deposition from charged pion decay is calculated by assuming that the total energy of the pion and one third of the energy of the decaying muon is given to the electron, also creating an electromagnetic shower. The energy taken up by electromagnetic showers is deposited at the point of production. Charged pions decay with a mean life of 26 ns.
[39] Another important contribution to ionization is provided by the continuous slowing down of charged particles, muons, charged pions and protons. At high altitude levels, the maximum of the ion production rate is due to the production of secondary particles (nuclei, hadrons, leptons and photons) by hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions. As the penetration depth increases, energy is drained from the cascade and the ionization rate decreases approximately exponentially with increasing depth.
[40] The minimal interaction of muons with the atmospheric constituents and their relatively long lifetime (2 Â 10 À6 s versus 8.4 Â 10 À17 s and 2.551 Â 10 À8 s, for p 0 and p +À , respectively [O'Brien et al., 1996] ) implies that muons can penetrate down to larger depths and deposit their energy below the levels where the other ionization sources peak. + and electrons. Fast reactions with the neutrals rapidly convert these into secondary ions and ion clusters. Studies of stratospheric conductivity on Earth suggest that less mobile but relatively long-lived molecular cluster ions provide the main contribution to the stratospheric conductivity [Hua and Holzworth, 1996] . The He + ions that are initially formed also get converted into CH 5 + due to abundance of H 2 and CH 4 and the inverse temperature dependence of three-body association reaction [Hiraoka and Kebarle, 1975] . Bimolecular reactions of CH 5 + ions with the most abundant species H 2 , He and CH 4 are not possible [Capone et al., 1979] , but CH 5 + reacts with C 2 H 6 and NH 3 to produce C 2 H 7 + and NH 4 + , respectively. At altitudes near and above the ionization peak where concentration of ammonia decreases very rapidly with altitude, bimolecular ion-molecule reactions are no longer important loss processes for these ions; instead three-body ion cluster reactions play a major role [Capone et al., 1979] .
[ . Therefore equilibrium between the molecular cluster and cation is established
[43] At equilibrium, the cluster ion NH 4 + Á (NH 3 ) n is expected to be dominated by the size n = 4 between 10 bars to 1 bar and decreases to size n = 2 at 100 mbar due to increasing temperature and decreasing ammonia concentration.
[44] Because of relatively low temperature expected in this region of the Jovian atmosphere, collisional destruction of the ion clusters is unimportant [Capone et al., 1979] . Moreover, because of very dense atmosphere and large Figure A1 . Galactic cosmic ray spectra as function of heliocentric potential.
Jupiter-Sun distance, photodissociation of the cluster ions also becomes unimportant and ion clustering predominates in this region of the Jovian atmosphere. Calculated values of the mass of the ion clusters in Jupiter's atmosphere are shown in Table B1 .
Appendix C: Negative Ions
[45] As suggested in the foregoing, electrophyllic species probably occur in the Jovian atmosphere, e.g., NH 2 , CH 3 , OH. The question, however, is are they present in sufficient abundance to influence (1) the electrical charging of the cloud particles and (2) those parts of the atmosphere in which no cloud particles are present? To resolve the first question, we assumed the presence of a well mixed electrophyllic constituent such as O 2 in various mixing ratios as shown in Figure C1 . Minor constituents such as NH 2 , CH 3 , OH are very chemically active and will not likely be present in mixing ratios of the order of 1 part per million (ppm). A constituent that would be present in sufficient abundance to compete with the cloud particles in attaching electrons would have to be chemically inactive, e.g., O 2 , and present in mixing ratios of at least 1 ppm. We have no evidence from past observations for the presence of such a constituent in sufficient quantities to be significant.
[46] In order to obtain the electron attachment rates illustrated in Figure C1 for case 1, we employed a simple model of the Jovian ionosphere to compute the electron, positive ion and negative ion abundances and the rate of negative ion formation by attachment of electrons to the assumed electrophyllic species by assuming that the presence of the cloud particles did not affect the rates. The total electron capture rate for the densities shown in Figure 2 is illustrated for comparison.
[47] The positive ion -negative ion recombination was taken to be the same as the three-body positive ion -electron coefficient while the three-body electron attachment rate was taken from Banks and Kockarts [1973] : This equation is strictly true only when molecular oxygen is the third body since the reaction
is a resonant process and thus larger than would be the case if the third body is some other species such as molecular hydrogen. Hence we reduced the numerical constant in equation (C1) from 1.5 Â 10 À41 to 1.5 Â 10 À42 for the computations reported here. Finally, we expect negative ions to form clusters as described for positive ions in Appendix B.
[48] Profile G in Figure C1 represents the computed total electron attachment rate to the cloud particles. Figure C1 shows that the mixing ratio of the electrophyllic constituent must be 10 À6 or larger to compete with and change the loss rate of electrons to the cloud particles. It also shows that even for such large densities, the effects will be significant only at the lowest altitudes.
[49] At pressures higher than about 6 bars clouds may be absent. For that case negative ions may become an important, even the predominant, carrier of negative charge. Figure C2 illustrates the computed electron and negative ion abundances for various mixing ratios of minor constituents if clouds are absent. Then mixing ratios of less than 1 part per billion are sufficient to influence the electron and negative ion abundance. For example, a mixing ratio as small as 10 À11 causes the negative ion abundance to exceed the electron abundance at pressures greater than 1 bar. Mixing ratios of 10 À9 and larger cause the negative ion abundance to exceed the electron abundance at all pressures greater than 0.1 bar.
[50] Figure C3 illustrates the computed positive and negative ion abundances if the attachment of electrons to electrophyllic species is so fast that essentially all of the negative charge is in the form of negative ions. Here we have assumed that the mass of the clustered negative ions is equal to the mass of the clustered positive ions. Under these conditions, the net charge on the cloud particles is zero because the mobilities of the two ion species are equal and thus diffuse to the cloud particles at the same rate. For the same reason the abundances of the two species are also equal. However, the interaction with the particles (charging and neutralizing) results in an increase in the effective ion recombination coefficient and thus smaller ion densities.
[51] To summarize the results of Appendix C, negative ions are very unlikely to be significant carriers of negative charge in the cloud region ($0.1 to 6 bars) but may be important above and below the cloud region.
Appendix D: Electron and Ion Mobilities and Diffusivities
[52] Table D1 presents the electron and positive ion mobilities and diffusivities for the ion masses in Figure 5 . 
